Origami Dog

Practise your paper folding skills with this fun origami dog! Get a grown up to help you. Draw on a face once you’ve done and get creative with patterns!

1. Start with a square piece of coloured paper, folding it in half diagonally.

2. Fold it in half again to make a crease. Then open it out flat.

3. Fold down the two top corners on the longest side of the triangle. Roughly fold it along the lines as shown below.

4. Fold up the bottom triangle to create the nose.

5. Finally, give your dog a face! You could draw it on with pencils or pens or even stick on some googly eyes!

Top Tip!
If you don’t have any square paper you can make your own! Take a rectangle piece of paper and fold one corner diagonally down so the edge lines up with the other edge of the paper. Then get a pair of scissors and cut along the bottom of the triangle. Step 1 will then be done for you!

Note: You may want to stick down the ears and nose with some glue if they keep folding up.